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Who proposed to Madge in series 2? Mel 
Which holiday maker gave birth to baby Coolio? Chantelle Garvey 
Which holiday maker agrees to meet a girl he met on the internet, but his date turned out to be a 
man dressed as a woman? 

Geoff 

Who in series 1 picked up a piece of faeces in the pool? Kate 
What is the name of the hotel the guests are staying at? The Solana Resort 
Which guest saves Michael Garvey from drowning? Geoff (The Oracle) Maltby 
Who does Geoff Maltby mostly holiday with? His mother, Noreen 
What is the name of the bar/restaurant at the Solana? Neptune's Bar 
What is the full name of the greasy but lovable barman? Mateo Castellanos 
What series did new manageress Joyce Temple-Savage join the show? Series 5 
Geoff has a sister who is a reformed alchoholic, what is her name? Pauline 
How many series is there of Benidorm? 10 
Which two holidaymakers are Benidorm's oldest swingers from Scotland? Donald and Jacqueline 
What is the big secret Chantelle, the teenage daughter of the Garvey's hiding from her family? She is pregnant 
What well known act does Martin take Kate to in an attempt to cheer her up but has disastrous 
results? 

Sticky Vicky 

Who does Kate have an unlikely affair with? Mateo 
What is the name of the English girl that works at The Solana who recently engaged the womanising 
barman Mateo? 

Kelly 

Who does Donald and Jacqueline mistake for being a swinger? Madge 
At the quiz night at The Solana, The Oracle (Geoff) believes he will be the winner but he loses out to 
the Garveys. How many points does Geoff lose by? 

1 Point 

How much is the quiz prize money that the Garveys win?  €100 
Who tries to save Gavin and Troy's relationship after Troy's shocking betrayal with Mateo? Donald 
Who does Kate confide in about the problems in her marriage? Madge 
What does Kate find in the Solana's swimming pool that traumatises her? Faeces 
Who disapproved of Madge inviting Donald and Jacqueline to join the family's beach trip? Mick 
The Holidaymakers return to The Solana for another week in Benidorm. The Garvey's return with two 
new additions, Madge's new boyfriend whom she has only known for a few weeks and Chantelle's 
baby son. What are their names? 

Mel and baby Coolio 
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Following the horrors of their last holiday, Martin and Kate stay at another hotel, what is the name 
of the hotel? 

Altea 

During a diving competition, who is involved in a tragic life-threatening accident? Mel 
Which holidaymakers arrive at the hotel to scenes of complete chaos with Mick trying to revive a 
knocked-out Mel, The Oracle arguing and Michael choking? 

Gavin and Troy 

Who does Chantelle convince to babysit Coolio? Martin and Kate 
At Karaoke night, what question does Mel ask that shock everyone especially Madge? Proposes to Madge 
When Kate encounters Mateo again since the affair they had last year, she tells him that it was 
simply a moment of madness. What is Mateo's reaction? 

He doesn't remember her 

In the arm wrestling competition organised by Geoff and Noreen, who beats Mick because of her 
'strong wrists' and who beats Mateo to win the contest and claim the €55 prize? 

Jacqueline and Martin 

When the holidaymakers go on a coach trip to see a bullfight, which two characters stay behind to 
eat burgers at the poolside with each other? 

Geoff and Chantelle 

With the bullfight not being quite the bloodbath everyone was expecting, who calls for the matador 
to 'stick a firework up the bulls arse'? 

Madge 

What is the bull at the bullfight replaced with and who is the Matador? A dog with fake horns and Mateo 
Which ex-hotel worker returns for a holiday with her cockney mother? Kelly 
Who offers to fix Sylvia's mobility scooter when it stops working? Mel 
A misunderstanding triggers a mobility scooter pool-side showdown between which two 
holidaymakers? 

Madge and Sylvia 

In a last-ditch effort, who tries to persuade Madge not to get married? Mick and Janice 
Mick upsets Janice by forgetting what anniversary? Their 10th wedding anniversary 
What is the name of the local young bar owner who has a crush on Janice? Jack 
Who helps Kelly to get her own back on Mateo? Donald and Jacqueline 
Who's mother turns up unexpectedly but doesn’t stay around very long, leaving after just one day? Gavin's mother Dorothy 
Who take's Chantelle out on a date? Geoff 'The Oracle' Matby 
Who checks out of the hotel and taken her suitcases with her without telling her husband? Kate (Martin's wife) 
On the eve of their wedding, Madge and Mel take a stroll along a romantic, moonlit beach but what 
are they shocked to discover? 

It is a 'dogging' beach 

Mel ends up in hospital on his wedding night due to which holidaymaker falling on him from the sky, 
whilst handgliding?  

Geoff 'The Oracle' Matby 
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Who does ex-hotel worker Kelly bring on holiday to the Solana with her? Her cockney mother, Sylvia 
The holiday makers are on a free 1-week holiday given to them by the Solana, why? For being held hostage by a murderer the 

previous year 
What type of shop has Mel setup on the promenade? Mobility Shop 
What is the name of the young blond girl from Liverpool who Martin returns with following his 
separation from Kate? 

Brandy 

What happens to Mel's shop after just one day of being open? Burns down 
Geoff decides not to go on a trip to the waterfalls of Callosa, because he is too busy chatting on a 
dating site to Lesley. What surprise does Lesley have for him? 

She is a transvestite  

Noreen assumes that Geoff is gay and after seeking advice from Gavin and Troy 'outs' him by 
performing what on karaoke? 

Performs 'YMCA' with Gavin, Troy and the 
Stewarts dressed as the Village People 

Brandy and Gary turn out to be scammers who hatch a plan to do what to the Solana? Burgle it 
Who make a surprise visit to Benidorm to bail Martin out? His mum Diana and his ex-wife Kate 
What is the name of one of Madge's daughters who stays at the Solana with her Indian husband, 
Vikram? 

Valda 

Mel plans to find the owner of Peacock Island, filled with his business ideas, but what does the island 
turn out to be? 

A nature reserve  

An old friend of Donald, Wink McAndrew arrives at the Solana to cause trouble with his sense of 
humour. What happens to Wink whilst singing I'm Gonna Be (500 Miles) on karaoke? 

He gets electrocuted and killed 

Who does Geoff end up in a relationship with, eventually moving in together when they return home 
to the UK? 

Chantelle 

When the Garvey’s return to Benidorm they discover that Madge has mysterically disappeared and 
sold her villa to who? 

Cilla Black 

Who is the new barman at the Solana, much to Mateo's disapproval? Les/Lesley 
Liam has a crush on which new holidaymaker? Natalie 
Who joins Gavin, taking Troy's place whilst Troy looks after his critically ill father in the UK? Kenneth, their employee  
Noreen returns with her recently divorced daughter Pauline. What does Pauline suffer from? Alcoholism 
Mel's €6,000 debt has been bought by which Mafia leader? Mr Pink 
Which holiday maker is taken to hospital during Mateo's 'Water Aerobics Session' after falling ill in 
the pool? 

Donald 

How much does Mr Pink give to Madge after she wins the go-kart race? €3000 
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What 'hits' Benidorm, leaving most of the apartments in the Solana flooded and wrecked? A freak thunderstorm 
Which 1980s pop group perform at the Solana's 80s night? Bananarama 
Whose clothes and suicide note are found on a beach leading The British Counsel to suspect an 
insurance fraud? 

Donald's 

Who is exposed as a cheat with a secret wife and children? Mateo 
What job is Les/Leslie's son Liam at the hotel at the start of Series 5? Hotel Caretaker 
Who has opened up their own salon at the Solana? Kenneth 
Who has replaced Janey as the new hotel manager? Joyce Temple-Savage 
Which character 'returned from the dead' (and a jail sentence), at the shock surprise of Kenneth and 
Gavin, making them believe they have seen a ghost? 

Donald 

What is the prize for the winner of Joyce's dance competition? €100 voucher for Kenneth's salon 
Which actor/TV Presenter plays Joyce's old flame, Cyril Babcock? Matthew Kelly 
Why does Kenneth start to regret employing Carmen has his assistant? She doesn’t speak English 
At the annoyance of Mick, who turns up at the hotel for a stag party? His Brother Pete and Father Stan 
Trudy plans to get the kiss of life from Mateo at the pool but who does she end up being 'revived' by? Les (dressed as Pamela Anderson) 
What type of thieves have the Garvey's heard people are being abducted for around Benidorm? Organ thieves 
Who witnesses Madge being kidnapped on her way to the supermarket? Michael 
How much does Sam bet Trudy to act 'ladylike' until midnight - no farting, swearing, burping or 
violence? 

€20 

What does Joyce instruct Mateo to cook for the Costa Class Magazine's hotel critic Victor St James, 
she invites to the Solana? 

An authentic Paella 

Why did Trudy grab Victor's testicles and headbutt him? Because he thought she was a prostitute 
Joyce persuades which Olympic team, who are in the local area for training, to stay at the Solana? The British Olympic Synchronised 

Swimming Team 
What type of 'Cruise' do the girls from the Olympic Swimming Team trick Liam into taking them to? 18-30 booze cruise 
When the Olympic Swimming Team are too smashed to give their gala demonstration, how does Lesley 
save the situation? 

With an impromptu pool party 

When Joyce believes she has a mole in her staffing team giving negative reports about the Solana to 
the local press, who does she recruit to spy on her staff? 

Donald and Jacqueline 

As Madge prepares for her marriage to Mohammed, what do Mick and Michael discover about the so-
called rich businessman’s son? 

That he is a penniless actor 
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What trick does Trudy play on Sam, convincing her that she has done what with Liam, whilst she was 
drunk? 

Had unprotected sex with Liam 

What 'star rating' does Joyce want to receive from the hotel inspector? Four Star 
Why did Kenneth's salon get closed by the hotel? For non-payment of rent 
Why does Donald seek help from the British Consul who had previously convicted him?  His old prison enemy turns up at the 

Solana 
What does Mick have to come clean and admit failure to his family? All the sunbed shops that burnt down 

were uninsured  
Whose tanning pills get mistaken for drugs at Alicante Airport and who gets the blame? Madge's Pill's, Mick gets the blame 
Which couple stage a protest to ensure that they get the free holiday they were promised? Donald and Jacqueline 
Who lead's Michael astray, ending up with him getting a tattoo? Tiger Dyke 
Whose reputation does Cocktail Waiter Jason Gallagher threaten to jeopardise? Mateo's 
Who returns to the Solana for a stag weekend with his noisy friends who immediately annoy staff 
and the other guests? 

Martin Weedon 

Who stands in for the stripper on a night out for the stag party? Jacqueline 
What is a hung-over Martin appalled to learn when he wakes up in bed with Bianca? She is a minor (as a prank)  
When Kenneth panics and believes that an elderly client has died under the dryer. How does he 
dispose of the 'corpse'? 

Madge's scooter 

Martin hits the Jackpot at the casino with whose 'Lucky Penny', and how much does he win? Donald's & hundreds of euros  
Why is Madge untypically nice to everybody? She believes that she is terminally ill 
Whose ashes do the Stewarts plan to scatter in Benidorm? Their friend, Big Donna 
After a short break, who does Joyce return to work with, someone who has recently escaped from a 
Thai Prison? 

Her old flame, Cyril Babcock 

What is the competition organised by newly appointed assistant manager, Cyril? Man v Food (Eating Contest) 
Who encourages Kenneth to go on a 'Health Kick'? Liam 
Who discovers that Madge is not terminally ill, but Madge blames the doctor for a misdiagnosis? Mick 
Who persuades Janice that she needs to have an expensive make-over at the Spa where she is a beauty 
therapist? 

Tonya 

Who vie for the attention of Elena and who does she pick? Michael and Tiger / Michael is picked 
The eating contest goes ahead, causing mass sickness as the meat was obtained from... where? A butcher’s dumpster 
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Who stars as Crystal Hennessy-Vass, the very dominant founder, and CEO of the Solana Leisure 
Group? 

Joan Collins 

What does Crystal want Joyce to do with the four-star rating of the hotel, to give the guests the 
impression of getting better value for their money? 

Downgrade it to a 3 star 

Who invites the Stewarts to the Costa Blanca Swingers Association party? Pepe De La Cruz 
What is the name of the former porn star that the Stewarts meet at the Costa Blanca Swingers 
Association party? 

Dutch 

What nationality are the group of VIP Businessmen that Lesley and Mateo are left in charge of? Queenie 
Due to ill-health, which actor appeared for the last time in the final episode of series 6? Kenny Ireland (Donald Stewart) 
The Solana Staff are angry because they have all been given a pay-cut but why is Tiger Dyke angry 
too? 

His cards and cash have been stolen 

To mark their wedding anniversary, why was Jacqueline holidaying without Donald, instead, arriving 
with Welshman Glynn? 

They were on a wife swap 

What is the name of the man the Garvey's meet who reveals that Madge is about to inherit millions 
from the Collins family? 

Buck A Roo 

During a séance with Psychic Sue, Kenneth is trying to contact his mum but instead receives a 
message from who? 

Mel for Madge 

Which city do the Garvey's leave Benidorm for, marking their last episode? Las Vegas 
Joyce becomes suspicious when Kenneth's salon seems overly busy, upon investigating what does Joyce 
discover? 

Kenneth is offering cut-price Botox 

After an absence of 3 series, which character returned to The Solana with his mother, Noreen? Geoff 'The Oracle' Maltby 
What 'type' of quiz hosted by Les, does a confident Geoff get beaten by Clive and Tiger? Bullseye 
What does Kenneth discover was contained in the back-street Botox given to Joyce, resulting in him 
taking her to the vets to be injected with the anti-dote? 

Drugs that are used to cause paralysis in 
dogs with rabies 

Who attempts to impress the Dykes by walking on hot coals? Geoff 'The Oracle' Maltby 
To save money, Joyce is fired by Solana Owner Crystal Hennessy-Vass, who does she replace her with? Janey Yorke 
What country is the Oracle's new companion Ionela from? Romania 
What does Noreen discover Geoff has told his fiancée about himself? That he is a successful businessman 
Why has Liam's mother and Les' ex Gloria arrive in Benidorm? To lure Liam back to the UK 
A jobless Joyce who is attempting to relax by the pool, has her morning ruined when Janey reinstates 
who has the Solana's Bar Manager? 

Jason 
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How is Jason connected to Janey Yorke? They are related 
Who does Mateo confide in about his home life being a disaster? Lesley 
Who pulls a gun on Mateo and ties him to a chair? His mother-in-law, Dolores 
What was Clive heading into town for when he is chatted up by Melanie, a holiday home saleswoman? In search of wi-fi 
Who is the dodgy Estate Agent duo that swindle Clive out of €5000? Monty and Melanie 
Who learned from Psychic Sue that he has a job offer in Madrid? Liam 
To retrieve Clive's money from Monty and Melanie who do Tiger and Terri pose as? A famous footballer and his agent 
Rhiannon turns up at the Solana but without Donald - who is Rhiannon? Glynn's wife 
Whilst Geoff and Noreen are trapped in the lift, who takes advantage of Ionela? Jason 
The Solana welcomes new family, consisting of Grandad Eddie, Son Billy and his wife Sheron and 
their children. What is their family name? 

The Dawson Family 

Tiger returns to the Solana with his new dim-witted friend, who has never been abroad before, what 
is his name? 

Joey 

Joyce Temple-Savage is on the look-out for a new member of staff. She must choose between which 
two candidates? 

Amber and Marcus 

On his first day back, Troy joins Jacqueline and Kenneth saying goodbye to who, as they scatter his 
ashes over his favourite holiday destination? 

Donald 

Who buys the lease for the Salon from club doorman Norman? Troy with Jacqueline 
Which member of the Solana team is the odd choice to run a staff first-aid course? Mateo 
Kenneth could be in for a windfall after the death of which family member? His Uncle Herbert 
What type of 'gang' do Tiger and Joey get into trouble with? A biker gang 
What is the allegation against the Oracle for being dropped from his quiz league? Alleged match-rigging 
How many months has Pauline been dry for before she 'falls of the wagon' because of an argument 
with her brother, the Oracle? 

18 months 

When Les tells Mateo that he is going for corrective surgery, Les was talking about his eyes. What does 
Mateo assume Les was talking about? 

A sex change operation 

Paralytic drunk Pauline buys drinks for 7-year-old Jodie, mistaking her to be what? A midget 
Joey and Tiger fall foul of tourist liaison officer Grenville Titcombe when Joey relieves himself on a 
famous mountaineer's grave but are declared heroes when they... what? 

Rescue Grenville following a fall 

A grateful customer leaves a lot of money in their will to which member of the Solana team? Mateo 
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Whilst convinced ex-lover Gavin is in Benidorm and pursuing him, Troy is shocked to find out he as a 
stalker. Who’s is the besotted, unbalanced person stalking him? 

Daisy 

What do the three boys dress-up as at Benidorm's Annual Fancy Dress event, getting them in trouble 
with the law? 

Nuns 

Mateo scares punters when he dresses up in what costume? Clown 
The Dawson's are overjoyed when they learn who has won a place at stage school... until they realise 
the cost? 

Jodie 

Who convinces Joyce to hold the Pride of Benidorm Awards at the Solana? Sir Henry 
The Pride of Benidorm Awards are at the Solana. Who is the sleazy compère? Sammy Valentino 
Who win the 'Hero Award' after their mountain rescue? Joey and Tiger 
What singer are the two tribute acts that come to blows performing as? Peter Andre 
Joyce must make a decision after learning that which two characters are vying for her affections? Monty and Sir Henry 
Who 'brings the house down' with a special performance? Crystal 
To the annoyance of Joyce, which former Hotel Guest is now a holiday rep? Sam 
Who has an 'accident' which destroys the foyer's aquarium? Eddie 
Why does Kenneth have to start sleeping in the salon Evicted from his flat 
Which two holiday-makes does Sam take under her wing? Tiger and Joey 
Joyce must attend a conference in Barcelona, where she has to deliver a speech, why does this cause 
Joyce to panic? 

She has to deliver it in Spanish 

What type of business does Kenneth inadvertently start-up? Mini-cab business 
In an attempt to attract custom for one of the local bars, who does Sam offer part-time work to? Tiger and Joey 
What type of audition is Jodie asked to film back in the UK? TV Advert 
What 'type' of supplier lets The Solana down, forcing Joyce to turn to Mateo and Lesley for help? Meat Supplier 
Which two characters have a falling out, which almost leads to the end of them being flat-mates? Liam and Kenneth 
When Loretta takes Jodie back to England for her audition, what causes the rest of the family to 
compete against each other? 

Loretta's room at the upmarket Beltoro 
Hotel 

What kind of tourist attraction does Sam secure free tickets for, which will help Liam address a 
childhood fear? 

Dinosaur Park 

Who does Joyce ask to cover whilst she is at the conference in Barcelona? Sir Henry 
Who does Les ask to cover his duties whilst he is back in the UK? Neville 
What type of convention is held at the Solana whilst Joyce is at the conference in Barcelona? A Psychic Convention 
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Who does Billy receive some life-changing advice from? Uri Geller 
What talent does Joey have that make Tiger and Rob decide to make a 'profitable' trip to the casino? Mathematical talent 
After displaying odd behaviours, which character reveals that she is pregnant, stimulating interest 
from Noreen and Geoff who are determined to identify the father of the unborn child? 

Pauline 

Due to a religious festival, what is banned in Benidorm? Alcohol 
Which character receives news that his best friend has passed away back home, but nobody seems to 
be interested? 

Eddie 

Which character starts to question his future after receiving terrible exam results? Rob 
What does Kenneth wrongly suspect Liam of joining to confront his unhappy childhood? Self-help group 
How old is the illegal hotel worker who accidentally pollutes the swimming pool with weed killer? 10-years-old 
Who are Jacqueline's friends who perform a concert at the Solana? Madness 
Which two characters get married on the first episode of the final Series? Monty and Joyce 
What wedding anniversary are Billy and Sheron celebrating when they return to The Solana in Series 
10? 

Silver (25 years) 

When Stanley Keen returns to Blow and Go, what is he planning on setting up? Dental Practice 
What is the name of Rob's girlfriend who joins him at the Solana? Cyd 
Dim-witted Joey checks in at The Solana, but instead of coming with Tiger, what is the name of his 
new Irish friend? 

Callum 

What vacancy did Joyce interview for and with no suitable applicant, reluctantly gives the job to 
Monty? 

Entertainments Manager 

What does Loretta believe Cyd to be? A Gold-Digger 
When Kenneth comes into trouble and nearly loses the salon, who invest money into the business so 
he can keep it running? 

Troy and Jacqueline 

Which brother double-act make a guest appearance in Series 10? The Chuckle Brothers 
After a chaotic magic evening, Monty needs to save his job from a furious Joyce. Which 'legendary' 
entertainment all-rounder does he have a chance meeting with, in the hopes to redeem himself? 

Sammy Valentino 

The Dawson's are on edge about the arrival of Franco. Who is Franco? Cyd's dad 
Noreen and Pauline return to The Solana, while away, Pauline has embarked on what new career? Novelist 
What type of novel is Pauline working on that disgusts Noreen but intrigues Jacqueline? Erotic Novel 
Who does Kenneth get unwanted attention from causing him to pretend that he is straight and 
married in order for his stalker to go away? 

Vladimir 
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What is the name of Noreen's more glamourous identical twin, also played by the same actress Elsie 
Kelly? 

Doreen 

Pauline is surprised to find that her book has been published. Who secretly submitted it and who 
turns out to be the publisher? 

Doreen & Malcolm (Pauline's ex-lover) 

Who does Joyce sack from their job after discovering a Solana contract has been given to Sammy 
Valentino? 

Monty 

What has happened to Kenneth after he wakes up in Blow & Go after a big night out? He has been bricked in by the builders 
Who is Billy's lifetime hero that he meets at the airport on their way back to the UK? Holly Johnson (Frankie Goes To 

Hollywood) 
When Kenneth is freed from his accidental imprisonment, who does he go on the warpath with? Joyce 
What are the rumours that Joyce hears and worries about, surrounding Crystal Hennessy-Vass? She may be letting The Solana go 
What is the name of Sam's old-flame that is back in town, devastating Joey? Angelo 
What type of inept impersonator tells Joyce that the hotel is about to be sold? Elvis Impersonator 
What prevents the Dawsons from returning home in time for Sheren and Billy's anniversary party? An airport strike 

 


